Sky’s the Limit Entertainment Releases “Bad
Gyal” by its First Afrobeat Artist Ziggee Boy
Single Features Billboard Charting Pop
Artist Eddie Jones; Mixed by Suka
Sounds, Distributed by Tuff Gong
International

WASHINGTON, DC, UNITED STATES,
December 16, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Today, Sky’s the Limit Entertainment
released “Bad Gyal,” a mid-tempo
rhthymic Afropop song written and
performed by its first Afrobeat artist
Ziggee Boy and featuring and co-written
by its Billboard charting Pop
singer/songwriter Eddie Jones. The
song, which Ziggee Boy co-produced
with the label’s senior producer and coowner Art Powell, aka Art The Great,
represents Ziggee Boy’s debut release
that was mixed and engineered by
renowned sound engireer Suka Sounds
based in Nigeria and distributed by Tuff
Gong International (through Blachawk
Records). The song is now available on
Spotify, iTunes, Amazon, and other major
digital music platforms.

Designed by Eddie Harris

Ziggee Boy, a Washington, DC area resident, is from Sierra Leone where he first developed his
passion for music, particularly Afrobeat music that originated in West Africa and has gained immense
popularity in recent years within the U.S. and global music scenes. He describes “Bad Gyal” as
Afropop because it fuses traditional Afrobeat sounds with Pop elements well known in music
originated in the U.S. On Bad Gyal’s theme, Ziggee Boy says the message of the song, which
celebrates the beauty of a woman’s body, is universal for those worldwide who appreciate the beauty
of the female form.
For this release, Sky’s the Limit Entertainment is pleased to partner with Afropolitan Cities, a
preeminent U.S.-based organization dedicated to building a united and dynamic global Diaspora
network and connecting and empowering Diaspora communities, businesses, and professionals
around the world for opportunity creation and socio-economic development.
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